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ABSTRACT
Despite the development of new high-throughput
sequencing techniques, microarrays are still attractive tools to study small genome organisms, thanks
to sample multiplexing and high-feature densities.
However, the oligonucleotide design remains a
delicate step for most users. A vast array of
software is available to deal with this problem, but
each program is developed with its own strategy,
which makes the choice of the best solution difficult. Here we describe Teolenn, a universal probe
design workflow developed with a flexible and
customizable module organization allowing fixed
or variable length oligonucleotide generation.
In addition, our software is able to supply quality
scores for each of the designed probes. In order
to assess the relevance of these scores, we performed a real hybridization using a tiling array
designed against the Trichoderma reesei fungus
genome. We show that our scoring pipeline correlates with signal quality for 97.2% of all the designed
probes, allowing for a posteriori comparisons
between quality scores and signal intensities. This
result is useful in discarding any bad scoring
probes during the design step in order to get
high-quality microarrays. Teolenn is available at
http://transcriptome.ens.fr/teolenn/.
INTRODUCTION
The development of high-throughput sequencing technologies challenges the classical application ﬁelds conquered by microarrays during the last decade (1).

To face this new competition, microarray providers concentrate their eﬀorts on the improvement in feature
density and sample multiplexing. Thus, biochips became
ﬂexible enough to face a range of applications not yet
easily available with high-throughput sequencing. These
applications are clearly complementary to the ones
found with sequencing such as genotyping (2).
Microarrays are still attractive to perform comparative
genomic hybridization (CGH) or high-resolution
transcriptome analyses on small microorganism
genomes. Aﬀordable multiplexing arrays are also of
great interest for system biology approaches where
kinetic experiments are needed to create dynamic models.
However, the oligonucleotide design step is a real bottleneck for all these applications. Despite all the existing
probe-design software, this step remains complex and is
considered something of a black box for many microarray
users. Designing probes for microarrays requires dealing
with several parameters, such as sensitivity and speciﬁcity.
Sensitivity is deﬁned by the strength with which a probe
binds to its target sequence. It inﬂuences the level of the
signal read from the microarray and the relevance of the
obtained information. Speciﬁcity is deﬁned according to
the ability of the probe to bind to non-target sequences in
the hybridization sample. Cross-hybridization is usually
one major source of non-speciﬁcity. The selection of the
best oligonucleotide design solution is therefore even more
diﬃcult (3) since it is often dependent on the expected
application. Several solutions that allow the design of
tiling arrays with long oligonucleotides are freely available
for academics. First, OligoTiler (4) and Lipson et al. (5)
algorithms optimize the tiling path (succession of
oligonucleotides along the genome) in order to obtain
the most even distribution of probes. OligoTiler is able
to ﬁnd probes even in repeated regions but oﬀers a
limited control on the sensitivity and the speciﬁcity of
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the designed oligonucleotides. The Lipson et al. solution
works on a subset of oligonucleotides with an acceptable
quality, and then selects probes that ensure the most
evenly distributed tiling path. For both these solutions,
probe selection is therefore mainly based on probe
position and not on their quality. In contrast, Tileomatic
(6) and ArrayDesign (7) focus mainly on probe quality;
either by selecting the probe of best quality in each
window of the tiling path (ArrayDesign), or by using
an implementation of the shortest path algorithm
(Tileomatic). The speciﬁcity calculation, which is necessary to estimate probe quality, is done using either
a suﬃx array approach (Tileomatic) or a uniqueness
score calculation based on minimum unique preﬁx count
for each oligonucleotide (ArrayDesign). Both these
programs allow the design of oligonucleotides in
repeated regions if a large unique overlapping probe can
be found. Among these four solutions, only OligoTiler
and ArrayDesign are implemented. Each of these
software programs runs according to its own properties.
Both lack ﬂexibility and are not able to assign probe
quality value to each designed probe.
Here, we describe a new ﬂexible and universal probe
design solution (Teolenn) based on an open module
system approach. This software answers everyone’s
needs and remains user-friendly. In addition, our design
program assigns a quality score to each designed probe so
that a posteriori ﬁltering steps and correlations can be
made. We compared the results of several tests we performed with the ones obtained from other available solutions. Finally, we designed a microarray against a fungal
genome in order to perform hybridizations; this allowed
us to compare the quality scores we calculated with the
intensity of the signal obtained from a genomic
DNA-hybridization experiment.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Teolenn probe parameter calculation
After the creation of the library of all possible probes, we
used the SOAP software (8) to detect redundant
oligonucleotides. Teolenn launched SOAP v1 with a seed
size of 12, and a limit of ﬁve maximum mismatches on a
read. Only probes with a unique match were conserved in
the library. Complexity is evaluated using the masked
genome by counting the number of masked bases for
each probe. Tm values are calculated using the nearest
neighbour thermodynamic model (9). The ‘uniquesub’
function of genome tools (7) is used to calculate the
uniqueness of each probe in the library.
Trichoderma reesei probe design
We downloaded the unmasked fasta ﬁle of the T. reesei
genome v.2.0 from the Department of Energy Joint
Genome Institute website (JGI): http://genome.jgi-psf
.org/Trire2/Trire2.home.html. We designed a T. reesei
tiling array with 60 mer oligonucleotides (oligo
length) each 150 bp (oligo distance) using OligoTiler
from its web interface (http://tiling.gersteinlab.
org/OligoTiler/oligotiler.cgi). The advanced parameters

were set up as follows: ‘IR region’ = 5, ‘IR require’ = 3,
‘repeat region overlap’ = 4.
ArrayDesign software was retrieved from the author
website
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/graef/arraydesign/).
We created sequence windows of 150 bp every 149 bp
along the 87 scaﬀolds using Exonerate tools (10).
Minimal unique preﬁx was computed with the
MAX_PREFIX_LENGTH variable set at 15. Finally,
we launched the oligonucleotide selection using the following parameters: minimal uniqueness score = 0, oﬀset
to shift window over unit for uniqueness score = 1, Tm
value range = 60–80 C, G number cut-oﬀ = 15, percent
palindromic ﬁlter = 40%, maximum number of synthesis
cycles allowed = 185. No deviation of probe length was
allowed.
The T. reesei design was done with Teloenn using a
MAX_PREFIX_LENGTH set to 15 for the uniqueness
calculation made by genome tools. No ﬁlters were
applied after probe parameter calculations. In order to
obtain the probe quality score, the calculated parameters
were weighted as follows: 0.4 for Tm, 0.3 for uniqueness,
0.2 for GC content and 0.1 for complexity. To get ﬁnal
oligonucleotide scores, a weighting of 0.75 was assigned to
quality scores, and a weighting of 0.25 was assigned to
position scores. We also performed a variable probe
length design using the same parameters than above and
allowing a four-base variation of the total probe length.
Probe design comparison
We used the Unafold suite (11) to compute the free
energies of the most probable secondary structures for
each oligonucleotide. We used the melt.pl script with a
hybridization temperature ﬁxed to 65 C. We set DNA
concentration to 0.00001 M, sodium to 1 M and magnesium to 0 M. The interval between oligonucleotides was
calculated by measuring the distance between the ﬁrst
position (start) of two successive oligonucleotides. To calculate the number of designed probes per transcript, we
ﬁrst retrieved the ‘Filtered Models’ transcript ﬁle from the
JGI website. We selected all ‘exon’ features from this ﬁle,
and we calculated the number of oligonucleotides fully
included in each of these annotated exons. For each transcript, we merged all exon information, and retrieved the
total number of oligonucleotides.
To estimate Kane’s parameters, we launched
WU-BLAST (12) on each oligonucleotide with the
T. ressei reference genome using the following parameters:
expectation threshold for reporting database hits = 1.2
(E), seed word length for the ungapped BLAST algorithm = 11 (W), negative penalty score for mismatch
nucleotides in the BLASTN search mode = –3 (N),
penalty for a gap of length one = 3, per-residue penalty
for extending a gap = 3. Gapped alignments were not
allowed to be created. From the output ﬁles, we counted
the number of hits where the percentage of identity
exceeded 75% with an alignment length of 60 bp.
Comparative genomic hybridization
The microarray data and the related protocols are available at the GEO web site (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih
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.gov/geo/) under accession number: GSE17752. Brieﬂy,
chromosomal DNA from T. reesei QM6a strain was
prepared as described previously (13). Two times 4 mg of
genomic DNA were labelled with Alexa 555 or Alexa 647
using the BioPrime Total aCGH-labelling kit (Invitrogen).
The two samples were then mixed together and hybridized
according to the oligo aCGH/ChIP-on-Chip hybridization
kit (Agilent) on a 244k array ordered from Agilent. The
array was read using a GenePix 4000B scanner (Molecular
Devices) and signal analysis was done using the GenePix
Pro 6.1 software. Data pretreatment was applied on each
result ﬁle to discard GenePix ﬂag and saturating spots.
The data were normalized without background subtraction by the global Lowess method performed with the
Goulphar software (14).
The GenePix Pro analysis software ﬂagged ‘not found’
spots when the ‘align blocks’ algorithm was not able to
locate features on the slide. A spot was labelled as ‘detectable’ when the raw mean intensities were above the background. The background threshold was calculated by
adding 2 SDs to the average intensity of all the ‘not
found’ features. The detection threshold was 6.06 in our
CGH experiment.

RESULTS
Software implementation
Teolenn works as a four-step workﬂow (Figure 1). Each
step uses the modular organization we set up and is fully
customizable. New parameter calculations or new ﬁlters
can be added to ﬁt the ﬁnal user needs.
Step 1—Probe library creation. The ﬁrst step of the
workﬂow consists of creating a library of all the possible
probes along the genome sequence of the organism of
interest against which the probes have to be designed
(called ‘reference’). These probes can be designed either
with a ﬁxed or variable length. An analysis of probe
redundancy is performed after the library creation, in
order to discard all the probes that are found several
times in the collection. The analysis is set to search for
similarity among probes, allowing several mismatch
positions.
Step 2—Probe parameter calculation. For all the probes of
the created library, the software calculates the parameters
needed to estimate oligonucleotide quality. These calculations are implemented as modules. Any developer can add
new parameters to the workﬂow by programming its own
module. In its current version, the workﬂow can calculate
the melting temperature (Tm), the GC percent, the complexity and the uniqueness for each probe. Tm is calculated
with the nearest neighbour method (9); complexity is
measured using the masked reference genome; and
uniqueness is estimated based on GenomeTools (7).
Step 3—Probe ﬁltering. This step allows customization of
the workﬂow in order to obtain the ﬁnal oligoset that best
ﬁts the user’s needs. This ﬁltering process is also based on
modules and can therefore be conducted in several ways.
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Figure 1. Probe design workﬂow. The probe design workﬂow is
composed of four steps (see text for details). Here we show several
application possibilities depending on the parameters used for the ﬁltering and selection steps. For example, to design a classical
transcriptome microarray, the ﬁltering step will keep only the probes
from the library that are found in ORFs from genome annotations.
Next, the selection step will select the best probes (or several) for each
ORF according to user’s speciﬁcations. At the opposite, one can make
a design without any a priori on genome annotation for tiling arrays.
On this ﬁgure, we show two diﬀerent ways to design tiling arrays. The
ﬁrst one creates ‘high-quality’ tiling arrays by ﬁltering low quality
probes from the library out (e.g. high or low GC content,
non-homogenous melting temperature, etc.). In each window with a
ﬁxed length, the best probe will be selected only among the highest
quality oligonucleotides of the library. With such a design it is
possible that several windows do not get to any corresponding probe.
At the opposite, if one wants to favour an even distribution of the tiling
path, the constraint on probe ﬁltering can be relaxed in order to keep
most of the probes from the library. All the windows will then have a
probe selected, though with lower quality parameters.

New ﬁlters that give the design workﬂow new abilities can
be set up by developers. For example, the user can apply
ﬁltering ranges on the calculated parameters in order to
keep only high-quality probes. Conversely, a user who
wants to design tiling arrays with a homogenous distribution of probes can keep all the possible probes by using
less stringent probe quality ﬁlters.
Another possibility may be to set ﬁlters that are based
on genome annotations in order to select probes that only
cover ORFs, small RNAs and so on.
Step 4—Probe selection. The ﬁnal step of the probe design
workﬂow is dedicated to the selection of the best probe in
each window. The idea of a genomic window is very
ﬂexible here, as a window can be set up to a ﬁxed or a
variable length. A score position is calculated for each
oligonucleotide of the selected windows in a way that
the most central probe will get the best score.
A ﬁnal oligonucleotide score is then calculated by
combining this position score and the quality score
calculated during Step 2. The best probe for each
window for microarray design is the one that gets the
highest ﬁnal score. All these score calculations can be
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balanced to modify the relative weight of each parameter.
Teolenn can output the results in various ﬁle formats
(plain text, fasta ﬁles, GFF or custom output) to
provide ready-to-use data. For example, a GFF output
in a genome browser like gBrowse (15) exhibits designed
probe positions on the genome.

step was done with the aim of selecting the best
probe in all of the 150-base windows along T. reesei
genome. This phase led to the selection of 222 690
oligonucleotides. Teolenn was able to design probes in
99.87% of all the possible 150-base windows along the
T. reesei genome.

Probe design tests

Comparison with other probe design software

In order to test our probe selection workﬂow, we designed
a tiling microarray against the genome of T. reesei
(Hypocrea jecorina) (16). Thanks to its ability to
degrade plant cell wall polysaccharides eﬃciently by
synthesizing and secreting cellulase enzymes, this fungus
is increasingly being investigated in various ﬁelds of
biotechnology, especially in biofuel production from
lignocellulosic biomass. However, it is not available
from microarray providers, which makes it a good
model for organisms that require the use of probe design
software.
We chose to cover the whole genome of T. reesei
(34 Mb) with a 244 000-feature microarray. This led us
to design one oligonuceotide (60 mer each) every
150 bases. The library construction step resulted in
0.35% probes discarded as 33 334 323 probes were
produced out of the 33 449 658 possible oligonucleotides.
These discarded probes were actually found to be redundant within the genome of T. reesei and consequently not
suitable for microarrays. We next calculated the parameters needed for the estimation of probe sensitivity and
speciﬁcity. Figure 2 shows that the distribution of probe
parameters was very homogenous within the library. Most
of the probes (75.64%) that were found in the library had
a melting temperature of between 70 and 80 C; 89.78% of
them had a GC percent of between 40 and 70%. This
analysis of probe parameter distribution helped to set
the thresholds that ﬁlter out bad probes from the library.
As we decided to favour a homogenous distribution of
probes along the genome, we chose to apply low stringent
ﬁlters during the ﬁltering process in order to keep the
highest possible number of probes. Next, the selection

We compared Teolenn results with some other tools available. To this end, the same T. reesei tiling design was done
using ArrayDesign (7) and OligoTiler (4). Those solutions
designed 144 201 (64,67%) and 222 778 (99,91%) probes,
respectively. The ﬁrst and the most striking result from
this comparison is that, considering all designed probes
with these three solutions, 4333 identical probes were
found in two diﬀerent designs and only 16 probes were
common to the three designs.
We then compared the sensitivity of the probes obtained
from each design. Figure 3 shows that Teolenn achieved a
better combination of homogeneity and high median
values regarding GC percent and Tm distribution.
Indeed, Teolenn exhibited a median GC percent of
53.3 ± 0.07% instead of 53.3 ± 0.1% for OligoTiler and
46.6 ± 0.07% for ArrayDesign, and a median melting
temperature of 74.3 ± 3.3 C instead of 74.3 ± 5.0 C for
OligoTiler and 71.2 ± 3.3 C for ArrayDesign. It is noteworthy that no limitation was ﬁxed during this calculation
using Teolenn, contrary to ArrayDesign that exhibits no
upper outlier (Figure 3A and B). In addition, we
compared these results with the ones obtained using a
variable probe length design. The Tm distribution of
probes (Supplementary Figure S1) shows that we
achieved only a slightly better Tm homogeneity median
with variable probe length (74.35 ± 3.23 C) than with
the ﬁxed length design (74.29 ± 3.30 C).
The secondary structure minimum free energy tells us
how much a probe is available for interaction. A low free
energy creates strong secondary structures, which makes
the probes unable to bind their target. As shown in
Figure 3C, ArrayDesign obtained the narrowest and

Figure 2. Library probes parameter distribution. Distribution of two parameters calculated for each probe of the oligonucleotide library.
(A) Distribution of GC content for all possible probes from the library. The GC percent range is from 0 to 1 on the x-axis and the total
number of probes in each category is shown on the y-axis. (B) Distribution of the melting temperature for all possible probes from the library.
The Tm range in  C is displayed from 0 to 100 on the x-axis and the total number of probes in each category is shown on the y-axis.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the sensitivity of probe sets designed with OligoTiler, ArrayDesign and Teolenn software. For each probe set designed,
boxplots show the distribution of (A) the GC percent, (B) the melting temperature (Tm) in  C and (C) the secondary structure free energy in kcal/mol.

Figure 4. Comparison of the speciﬁcity of probe sets designed with OligoTiler, ArrayDesign and Teolenn software. (A) Distribution of the distance
in base pairs between two consecutive oligonucleotides. (B) Distribution of the number of BLAST hits by oligonucleotide using the ﬁrst Kane
parameter (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section for details). (C) Distribution of the number of designed probes per annotated transcript in the
reference genome.

highest free energy distribution of the three designed
probe sets with a median of 0.3 kcal mol–1. OligoTiler
and Teolenn exhibited very similar distributions (median
of –0.2 kcal mol–1); Teolenn had a lower inter-quartile
range (1.3 kcal mol–1) than OligoTiler (1.6 kcal mol–1).
We compared the respective distribution of the probes
along the genome obtained with each design software
(Figure 4A). Unsurprisingly, OligoTiler achieved the best
even distribution of probes, since this program was
created to optimize this parameter; the obtained median
interval between two consecutive probes was 150 ± 27.8
bases. Teolenn almost reached the same value with a
median interval of 150 ± 36.1 bases. This slight diﬀerence
in standard deviation can be explained by the fact that
Teolenn also optimizes probe speciﬁcity. Finally,
ArrayDesign exhibited a 165 ± 221.3 bases median
interval. This result is actually not surprising since
ArrayDesign focuses on speciﬁcity optimization. This

constraint leads to several windows with no probes
selected, which artiﬁcially increases the interval between
some probes.
The speciﬁcity of each probe set was investigated using
the ﬁrst Kane parameter (17). Using wuBLAST (12), we
computed the number of hits for each probe that exhibited
a full size alignment (60 bp) against the T. reesei genome
with more than 75% of identity. The number of
oligonucleotides with only one hit was slightly greater
(97.1%) with Teolenn than with OligoTiler (96.8%) or
ArrayDesign (95.8%). Considering only probes with
more than one hit (Figure 4B), the median hit number
by oligonucleotide was 4 with ArrayDesign and 3 with
OligoTiler and Teolenn.
Finally, in order to estimate the coverage of potential
biological entities, we measured the number of probes that
cover transcript units for each design (Figure 4C). The
annotation of T. reesei genome (16) lists a number of
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9108 transcripts. We found that OligoTiler covered 98.9%
of the annotated transcripts with 9.18 probes per transcript
on average. Teolenn covered 98.6% of the annotated CDS
with a mean of 9.10 probes per transcript, whereas
ArrayDesign covered only 78.6% of the known transcripts
(3.40 probes per transcript in average).
Analysis of a real hybridization
In order to assess whether our probe scoring strategy is
able to reﬂect oligonucleotide quality, we wanted to
evaluate the strength of the interaction between our
designed probes and their targets within the context of
a real hybridization. Indeed, some approximations
(e.g. thermodynamic estimations) are made in order to
calculate some of the scoring parameters. For example,
the calculation of the free energy of the probe–target
duplex refers to free molecules in solutions, whereas
probes are linked to a slide surface with microarrays. To
this end, we ordered the slide designed using Teolenn, and
we performed a CGH using a self-hybridization of
the T. reesei wild type reference strain (QM6a) against
itself. In this context, no biological modiﬁcations are
supposed to bias the observed results; this experiment is
therefore very informative since the signal obtained for
each probe is directly linked to the intensity of its interaction with its target. Image analysis and normalization
were performed on a slide scan that exhibited no
saturating spots, in order to get the highest number of
exploitable measures.
We got a detectable signal (see ‘Materials and Methods’
section) for 97.4% of the spots on the array. We plotted
the average intensity of each spot against its probe quality
score. The linear correlation shown on Figure 5A clearly
indicates a direct relationship between intensities and
scores, even if the scatter of points is spread for
high-scoring oligonucleotides (R = 0.41). This chart

shows that, overall, our design strategy works properly,
and that Teolenn is able to design high-quality probes.
The intensity of scatter points found for oligonucleotide
score over 0.6 (97.2% of detected probes) is representative
of the classical bell shape distribution of signal intensities
on microarrays; most intensities are found between 8
and 12. In addition, 95.8% of the detected features had
good quality scores (0.6) and intensities that were higher
than background levels (8). Oligonucleotides with low
scores (<0.6, 2.8% of detected probes) mostly exhibited
low intensities. Among them, only 901 had an intensity
equal or greater than 10, which represents 13% of bad
quality scores (<0.6) and 0.38% of all the detectable
probes.
When looking at the distribution of the parameters that
were calculated for these ‘bad’ probes, we found that all
of them (i.e. Tm, GC percent, uniqueness and complexity)
were lower than the ones associated with good
oligonucleotides (Figure 5B). Finally, our score calculation was well adapted for 97.2% of the probes. Scoring
calculation is also useful, because no linear correlation is
detectable if the parameters are taken independently
(Supplementary Figure S2).

DISCUSSION
Here we describe Teolenn, a new probe design workﬂow
that was created to be ﬂexible and customizable. To
this end, we developed all the calculations, ﬁltering and
selection processes as independent modules. This organization is very useful for several reasons. First, the
organization in modules allows for activating or disabling
each function according to the available resources or
to the needs of the user. For example, the complexity calculation can be deactivated if the masked reference
genome of the organism is not available; in this case,

Figure 5. Correlation between oligonucleotide scores and spot intensities. (A) The graph displays for each probe the average of log2 intensities
(A value) for the corresponding spot as a function of the oligonucleotide score calculated with Teolenn software. The straight line is the linear
correlation between the two axes. (B) Distribution of Tm values for two sets of probes with intensities >10 (see A). Boxplots display the melting
temperatures (Tm values) of high-quality scores (0.6, left) and low quality ones (<0.6, right).
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this parameter would not be taken into account for the calculation of the ﬁnal probe quality score. Second, it is possible for developers to write new modules if needed.
For example, the speciﬁcity calculation based on
uniqueness can be replaced by another cross-hybridization
calculation method like BLAST or suﬃx arrays (18). It
is also possible to add modules for calculating the evaluation of secondary structures. Such calculation is time
consuming; it is not implemented in the current version
of Teolenn.
The ﬂexible construction of Teolenn software ﬁts every
level of the probe design pipeline, particularly for the ﬁltering and selection phases. The ﬁltering process is done to
inﬂuence the output of the probe design directly.
Oligonucleotides can be ﬁltered using probe quality. The
probe library built at the beginning of the workﬂow
contains all the possible non-redundant oligonucleotides.
Without any ﬁltering, a selection of the best probe is done
in each window even in low-quality regions (e.g. repeats).
This strategy is interesting for the users who want to get
the most even distribution of probes along the genome.
Conversely, it is possible to ﬁlter bad probes of the
oligonucleotide library out. This ensures better results
after hybridization but induces gaps in the tiling path,
since no probes will be designed in AT rich or repeated
regions, for example. Furthermore, the quality score and
the calculated parameters are available for every probe
designed by Teolenn. It is therefore possible to link bad
detected signals with oligonucleotide scoring a posteriori,
using the results obtained with control experiments
(e.g. self-hybridizations). Here, we tested the inﬂuence of
probe ﬁltering on our T. reesei design. If we set up thresholds on Tm, GC percent and uniqueness in order to
discard 15% of the worst probes, we were able to design
probes in 98.45% of all possible windows compared with
99.87% without any ﬁltering on probe quality. The
probe-ﬁltering step can also be used to ﬁlter probes
according to genome annotations. Such ﬁltering helps to
create custom functional genomic microarrays in order to
detect mRNA (transcriptome), miRNA, splicing events
and so on. In these cases, the ﬁltration step is done
according to the coordinates of annotations along the
genome. This ﬁltration process can be combined, of
course, with probe quality ﬁltering and therefore allows
for designing high-quality transcriptome arrays.
Customization can also be done with the probe selection
process. Scores for each oligonucleotide are calculated
during this last step, using the parameters obtained from
Step 2 of the design workﬂow (Figure 1). The major
advantage of customization at this stage is that users
can set priorities among parameters. Indeed, a weight is
assigned to each parameter in order to calculate the global
oligonucleotide score. Changing these weights therefore
modiﬁes the way the best probe is selected in each
window. For example, favouring the position parameter
better than probe quality achieves a more even distribution of probes, but induces a wider distribution of sensitivity and speciﬁcity values. Setting the priority on melting
temperature also makes it possible to obtain an almost
isothermal distribution of the Tm in the probe design
without modifying the length of each probe. In our
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example, introducing length ﬂexibility in the design only
led to marginal improvements, allowing an increase of the
Tm median of 0.06 C and a decrease of 0.07 of the
standard deviation.
Since it depends on the chosen window size, the position
score is also calculated during the selection step. Here, the
idea of ‘window’ can be interpreted in several ways. For a
tiling microarray design, the window has to be a region
with a ﬁxed length all along the reference genome. In this
case, the best position score is given to the most central
oligonucleotide in each selected region. In contrast, for a
custom array based on genome annotation (e.g.
transcriptome arrays), the window size can be variable
and dependant on coding sequences. The user may want
to design a limited number of probes per transcript. In this
case, the probe orientation is important, and selecting the
most central one is not of interest. If only one probe is
supposed to be designed, its position score is calculated in
reference to either 50 - or 30 -end of the transcript, according
to the reverse transcription method used (19). Teolenn is
able to deal with all these cases for the design of probe sets
whereas usual transcriptome probe design software only
oﬀer some of these choices (20–24).
All the parameters set by the user are gathered into one
xml ﬁle, which allows convenient speciﬁcation of the user
properties during the process. However, developers have
the possibility of directly modifying or adding new
modules to the Teolenn workﬂow. Another worthwhile
feature of Teolenn is that each step can be launched
independently. Consequently, if users want to test the
eﬀects of diﬀerent parameter weights on probe selection,
Teolenn can launch only the selection step using results
from the previous steps of the workﬂow, since they were
already done. The calculation time for each test is therefore very short. It is noteworthy that the most
time-consuming step, probe library construction, has to
be done only once for each reference genome. Thus,
Teolenn allows for testing parameters more easily than
any other available probe design software. Furthermore,
this way of working can also be useful for a large functional genomic project. With the same probe library, it is
possible to ﬁrst design a whole genome tiling array against
a reference genome and then, when all transcript events
have been detected without any a priori on gene annotation, to design a smaller and less expensive custom
transcriptome array by ﬁltering probes according to
coding sequences. Thus, the ﬂexibility of the Teolenn
solution allows for quick and eﬃcient construction of an
inﬁnite number of possible probe design solutions.
We designed probes against the genome of the fungus
T. reesei with OligoTiler, ArrayDesign and Teolenn.
Melting temperatures obtained with Teolenn were close
to isothermal conditions with high median Tm, even
when the oligonucleotide length was ﬁxed. This was
obtained without any cut-oﬀ on Tm values, contrary to
ArrayDesign. Probes with a high Tm may cause saturating
signals after scanning, whereas low Tm probes may lead to
weak undetectable signals from the background. Since
hybridization occurs at the same temperature for all
probes during a microarray experiment, obtaining the
narrowest Tm distribution helps avoiding low or high
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signal detection. In addition, Teolenn is able to control
simultaneously an even distribution of the tiling path.
Since OligoTiler has been developed for tiling path
optimization, Teolenn was not able to reach the same
homogeneity level as this software, but it optimizes all
sensitivity parameters at the same time, and without any
loss of speciﬁcity. Indeed, Teolenn got the best result on
speciﬁcity using the ﬁrst Kane parameter; close to
ArrayDesign, which was developed with the aim of
getting the most speciﬁc probes along a tiling design.
With Teolenn, the user has permanent access to all the
parameters and scores calculated during the probe design
process. A posteriori correlations between probe quality
score and signal strength on microarrays are therefore
possible. Using a self-hybridization control array,
we were able to detect a clear correlation between
quality and signal intensities. This result validates our
probe selection strategy. When investigating the properties
of bad quality probes that exhibited a high signal level
on our array, we were not able to understand this unexpected behaviour, since their parameters show low sensitivity and speciﬁcity for all parameters. This means that
other properties that we were not able to evaluate may
inﬂuence hybridization. However, these probes represented only 0.38% of all the detectable probes on the
array.
Scores calculated by Teolenn may also be useful to
validate some results after hybridization. Indeed, when
working with transcriptome arrays, on which several
probes are dedicated to the same transcript, discrepancies
between probe results can sometimes be observed for the
same transcript. This results could be explained either by a
lack of information on transcript annotation (e.g. smaller
RNA in the analysed condition, alternate splicing, incomplete reverse transcription resulting in 30 truncated
cDNAs), or by the fact that hybridization with low
quality probes leads to bad signals. With Teolenn
scoring values, it is now possible to diﬀerentiate between
these two hypotheses.
In conclusion, we developed new ﬂexible and
customizable probe design software. Teolenn integrates a
probe quality score calculation that is useful for correlations with signal strength after hybridization. The
program is based on open modules in order to allow
easy access to parameter setting and the development of
new abilities. Teolenn probe design software is available at
http://transcriptome.ens.fr/teolenn.
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